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PARK AND RECREATION 
COMMISSION 

2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 414 
Arlington, Virginia 22201 

 
 

Meeting Minutes 
January 28, 2020 

 
Commission Members Present:  
Bill Ross, Chair 
Duke Banks 
Gerald Brandt 
Sergio Enriquez, Vice Chair   
Steve Finn 
Dean Foster  
Ryan Gormley 
Michael Grace      
Colt Gregory 
David Howell 
Neal Hunter 
Cindy Krech (via phone) 
Shruti Kuppa  
Mark Lincoln 
Julie Mullen 
 
Guests: 
Adam Theo, LP NOVA  
Jay Hicks, Artis Senior Living  
Joseph Plumpe, Studio 39  
  
County Staff: 
Diane Probus, Acting PRC Staff Liaison, DPR 
Cheryl Johnson, Community Recreation Division (CRD) Chief, DPR 
Farrah Shakour-Bridges, Management Analyst, CRD, DPR 
Jennifer Collins, Program Manager, CRD, DPR  
 
PRC members not in attendance: 
Leo Sarli  
 
Chairman’s Introduction and Review/Approval of Meeting Minutes  
 Commission approved the December 17, 2019 minutes 

 
Public Comment 
 Adam Theo introduced himself to the commissioners and expressed his interest in becoming 

involved.  He would like to find out what opportunities there are for volunteer groups to build 
and construct park projects or to conduct fund raising for park improvements.  He is currently 
in a group who has adopted Herselle Milliken Park.      
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The Trove Park Naming – PRC Vote on Proposed Name [Megan Abney, Washington REIT]  
Megan Abney presented the proposed park name, Selina Gray Square, for the public space planned in 
The Trove (Wellington Apartments) development.  She told the commission that she had heard back 
from a small number of people from the nearby civic associations who supported the proposed name.  
Megan had a letter of support from the Neighborhood Conservation Advisory Committee but did not 
have a letter yet from the Historical Affairs and Landmark Review Board yet, but she said they 
supported the proposed name.  She will submit the letter to the commission when she receives it.      
 
The PRC discussion included but was not limited to the following items:  Were other names for the 
park considered and what were those names, what letters of support were provided for the name, 
could a sign be placed in the park to commemorate Selina Gray, and who will own the park.    
  
 The commission voted to recommend approval to the County Board of the proposed name “Selina 

Gray Square.”  The vote was unanimous (13 votes for approval).   
 

DPR Community Recreation Division Overview [Cheryl Johnson and Jennifer Collins]  
Ms. Johnson presented a comprehensive overview of the Community Recreation Division (CRD) 
describing its four primary service areas (Youth Services, 55+ Programs, Therapeutic Recreation and 
Community Arts), the division’s seven core lines of business and the range of classes and programs 
offered to people of all ages to meet their different interests and needs.  Jennifer Collins, who 
manages the 55+ programming, described the variety of classes and programs they provide for this 
age group. Ms. Collins presented charts showing the increase of participation in classes, facility 
memberships, attendance at the Social Café Meal Program and 55+ Center attendance from 2017 - 
2019.  CRD is planning on increasing the locations of these programs and to expand their offerings on 
weekends.   
 
Two new facilities, Lubber Run Community Center and Long Bridge Aquatic Center will provide more 
space to expand their programming.  Lubber Run CC will house CRD staff and will be the home of the 
55+ Center. The Long Bridge Aquatic Center pools will provide space for additional aquatics programs.   
 
Ms. Johnson presented DPR’s guidelines for “Inclusion of Everyone, Everywhere, Every Day.”  These 
guidelines reflect DPR’s commitment to creating and promoting inclusion across all public spaces, 
places, facilities and programs managed by the department.   
 
The PRC discussion included but was not limited to the following items:  The commissioners had 
questions regarding CRD budgetary constraints, about collaboration between the APS after-school 
programs and DPR programming, how programs are advertised, if CRD experiences the same 
problems as are experienced nationwide and how staff learns about the new trends and best ideas.  
There was interest in the County’s winter skate program, the plans for the annual teen ski trip and 
number of teens registered for it, the flow of revenue from programming and community centers back 
into the division and if fees charged for programs match the cost for DPR to provide them.  There was 
a question about the fee structure and cost recovery arrangement for programs. A few commissioners 
wanted additional information which Cheryl offered to provide after the meeting.     
  
2134 N. Taylor St. – Artis Senior Living Site Plan [Developer’s Representative]  
Jay Hicks, Senior Vice President at Artis Senior Living, LLC and Joseph Plumpe, President of Studio 39, 
presented the plans for an Artis Senior Living facility currently undergoing site plan review.   The building 
will be a 6-story, 175-unit general assisted living facility and will include a public space next to their 
building which they said is currently a de-facto park used by nearby residents.  The public space 
amenities include an arbor at the park entrance, a seating arbor with chess tables, hardscape painted 
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with markings for games, lawn area, walkways, flowering landscaping and cherry trees to tie into the 
theme of the Cherrydale neighborhood.   
 
The PRC discussion included but was not limited to the following items:  Commissioners were 
pleased with the plantings and trees in the plan and the collaborative effort between the 
developer and the community in development of the plan.  They had questions about 
stormwater management on the site, interest if the facility would be LEED certified and if the 
facility would include an Alzheimer’s unit.     
 The commissioners agreed to write a letter to the Board to share their positive comments 

about the plan.     
 
2020 Plan of Action for the Park and Recreation Commission [Bill Ross, Chair]   
Bill asked the commissioners to review the “Park and Recreation Commission Annual Report 
for CY 2019” and the “2020 Plan of Action for the Park and Recreation Commission” 
documents and to send him their questions or comments.  
 
Staff Report  
 
Commission Member Reports (8:25-8:40) 

• 26th Street North and Old Dominion Drive Site Master Planning Task Force (David Howell) 
o Nothing new to report. 

  
• 55+ (Dean Foster) 

o On line January registration was delayed by some three minutes because of problems with 
computer coding. Apologies and a written explanation of the delay have sent out to 
participants.  Although the delay may appear to be a short time, it does affect those 
classes and activities which fill up nearly as soon as registration begins, leaving some 
registrants on the waiting list. Some of the senior centers which take registrations were 
also affected. 

o The biking group will begin organized, guided rides again early March. The golf club has 
over three hundred on its rolls and over the season they manage to play some twenty-five 
area courses. 

o The New Year’s Eve party was a smashing success. Over eighty seniors enjoyed a buffet 
lunch and Champagne toast with dancing at the Celtic House on Columbia Pike. The silent 
auction of donated items raised nearly $1073 which will be used for senior activities. 

o Trips to the American Ballet Open Rehearsal at the Kennedy Center, “A Gentleman’s Guide 
to Love and Murder” at The Little Theater of Alexandria, and Jersey Boys at National 
Theater sold out. In the Adventure Travel category, seniors will try the new exercise of 
Sport Track Climbing in Alexandria. Later, there will be another trip to hike about three 
miles of the trail at Sky Meadow Park at Delaplane, VA to observe and help with seasonal 
changing of nesting material in the bluebird boxes.  

o The Commission on Ageing continued its November discussion with county staff about a 
Digital Equity Workgroup to further the expansion of Wi-Fi throughout the county. Not all 
households have access to Wi-Fi and are dependent on libraries, Starbucks and other locals 
for access for school homework and hospital/ medical communications.  

o A representative of the county police department gave a presentation on the hazards for 
pedestrians and vehicles at busy intersections in the county. Problems noted are with 
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vehicles turning left and not seeing or ignoring pedestrians in the crosswalk, construction 
sites where the line of sight may be obscured and pedestrians not crossing at marked 
cross-walks where available. 

o The commission is working on a report to the county board on Age Friendly Arlington 
program. A new Transportation booklet in cooperation with the Arlington Agency on 
Ageing is being distributed for older adults and persons with disabilities.  

o The commission has sent two letters to the county board: one on the zoning amendments 
meant to open more zoning districts in the county for new assisted living and nursing 
homes, and the second raising the concern of seniors and others sharing sidewalks with 
the machines not being able to pivot quickly out of the way of the scooters.  

• Alcova Heights (Colt Gregory) 
• APS (Gerald Brandt/Steven Bernheisel) 

o Career Center - This project will be taken up in March by the School Board.  Discussions 
have involved the layout, size and features of the new Career Center high school.  We have 
continued to push for provision of sports and recreation facilities (multipurpose field, gym, 
auxiliary gym, aquatics center) that can enhance physical education and opportunities for 
the community and the neighborhood.  We have also pushed for enhanced green/natural 
landscaping and street scape around the new building.  There is one large tree in particular 
that deserves to be preserved.  Finally, preliminary designs show a fairly large rooftop/ 
plaza/meeting area that is a good candidate for biophilic treatment.   
 

• Bill Thomas Park Volunteer Award (Julie Mullen/Neal Hunter) 
• Civic Federation (Duke Banks) 

o The January meeting was with County Board with Q&A on a variety of topics, including 
impacts of development. Presently considering a resolution on Livability in South Arlington 
because of potential impact of Amazon. 
 

• Crystal City Citizen Review Council (Shruti Kuppa) 
• Four Mile Run Joint Task Force (David Howell) – Nothing further to report.  
• Gulf Branch Stream Restoration (Colt Gregory/Duke Banks) 
• Jennie Dean Park, Phase 1 Update (Colt Gregory) 
• Joint Facilities Advisory Commission (JFAC) (Bill Ross) 

o JFAC continues to discuss a strategy for producing a Joint Facilities Plan for the county that 
would be a component of the Comprehensive Plan.  Staff wlll take back commission advice 
and produce a draft plan of action.   

o JFAC was presented with a letter from the County Manager that produces a list of potential 
park/facility sites for expanding school capacity, as needed, in the future.  The list and 
associated map is fairly extensive.  Apparently, the list, which includes a potential high 
priority target, the Aurora Highlands Senior Center/Library location, was devised so that as 
to not target "pure" parks that do not have other DPR or school facilities associated with 
them.   

o It is our understanding that any serious deliberations on potential use of DPR sites would 
not be undertaken until the next CIP round--two years hence.  But this obviously an issue 
that the commission will need to weigh in on.   One mitigating and optimistic factor 
reported at the JFAC meeting were new projections of elementary school space needs over 
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the next 10 years.  Previous projections showed the need for 3 additional new elementary 
schools.  However, updated estimates showing distinctly lower birth rates in Arlington and 
lower family in--migration rates have set that projection now to zero.  There is a projection 
for the need for more middle school space. 
  

• Long Bridge Park Advisory Committee (Bill Ross) 
• Natural Resources Joint Advisory Group (NRJAG) (Gregory/Howell/Mullen) – As they 

did not meet in January, no update this month.   
• Neighborhood Conservation Advisory Committee (NCAC) (Angelo Collins) 
• Pedestrian Advisory Committee (PAC) (Neal Hunter) 

o The PAC received a presentation from Mark Sussman of the Our Streets app.  The app is 
designed to create an archive of the extent and frequency of traffic orient violations as it 
relates to pedestrian and cyclist safety.  The app allows for quick reporting of issues of all 
devices including placement of scooters and bike shares.  The app launched and is 
available in Arlington, it can provide a quick reporting tools to report scooters left in parks 
and other public spaces.   

o We revisited the conversation surrounding the concept of traffic gardens and their 
potential introduction to Arlington spaces.  Given the limited available space within the 
county, creative ideas can be devised to temporarily re purpose spaces to facilitate traffic 
gardens.  Considerations can be given in future park development and renovation projects 
towards this possibility. 

 
• Plan Lee Highway (Cindy Krech/Julie Mullen) 

o The next planning meetings are scheduled for January 31 and February 1.  Cindy is 
planning to attend those.  

   
• Public Spaces Master Plan (PSMP) Advisory Committee (Bill Ross/Sergio Enriquez) 
• Public Facilities Review Committee (PFRC) (Sergio Enriquez) 
• Site Plan Review Committee (Bill Ross) 

o 1900 Crystal Drive – Block J/K Crystal City (Colt Gregory/Bill Ross) Colt would like to know 
the best time to send comments on the plan.  There is no money for the park yet.  There 
may be a large space with nothing on it.  Bill can put together a letter and have 
commissioners review.   
 Below are a few comments based on our participation.  This project is 

scheduled to be taken up by the Board in March.   
 Regarding a proposed entrance for a future Center Park in that part of Crystal 

City, the applicant offered three renderings for a grand staircase.  The general 
tradeoff is more gentle the grade, the more space the entry way takes from the 
square footage of the park.   

 Other comments:  
- Staff and participants continue to favor a pedestrian only plaza vs the 

Woonerf (shared street) for the open space that would split the two towers.   
- The biophilic design elements of the towers are to be applauded.   
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- We wonder why there is no internal dog facility on supposedly   'pet friendly' 
properties.  This likely turns Central Park in default dog deposit zone for 790 
rental units. 

- We have recommended that the proposed plantings intended for the grounds 
and tower terraces are natives.   

- We wonder why are the buildings are only proposed to be Leed Silver?  
- There are also questions on where the protected bike lane on Crystal Drive is 

located. 
 A major issue is how the Center Park will ultimately be funded.  Previous 

decisions have committed the county to fund it.  However, one could argue that 
without private contributions this open space will remain underdeveloped and 
underused by the projects new residents. 

 There is money to design or build the park yet.  There may be a large space with 
nothing on it.   

 Bill offered to write a letter with commission comments and for the 
commissioners to review.   
 

o Artis Senior Living (David Howell)  
 Bill offered to write a letter with commission comments for the commissioners 

to review.   
 

o Key Bridge Marriott (Leo Sarli)  
 The following comments were sent to SPRC and staff representatives based on PRC    

attendance at LRPC and SPRC meetings.  This project is currently scheduled to be taken 
up by the Board in March. 

 Rosslyn Circle Extension - We appreciate the concept of the extension of the Rosslyn 
Circle across the NPS property and into the private property. This should expand the 
effective open space in this part of the county. The upward slope shown in the 
renditions should create a welcoming entrance to the condo building and add to the 
publicly usable open space. As discussed at the Dec. 16th meeting we encourage the 
developer to consider designs that would continue the "openness" through the condo 
building and establish a clear and strong connection to the rest of the site. 

 Biophilic Design-- We also appreciate the discussion of biophilic design that the 
applicant will be incorporating into the condo building and its site. We hope that these 
considerations are included throughout the site as refinements are being made. This is 
perhaps more important than with any recent project in Arlington, given the proximity 
to the river and neighboring natural spaces.   

 Pedestrian/Bicycle Connections/Access -- We support the designs that provide 
pedestrian connections through and around the site--notably on the river side of the 
site. We align with Rosslyn BID in supporting connections and walk-ability in this part 
of Rosslyn and support designs that enhance opportunities for better connections to 
the river.   

 Related to this, we agree with some of the concerns expressed at the December 16th 
meeting concerning the frontage of the proposed condominium building at its corner 
and side closest to the GW Parkway and the river. The presented design and the 
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pedestrian path did not display a very welcoming experience for public users of the site 
and should be reconsidered.   

 Also, in terms of friendliness for the numerous bike riders who will ride by the site on 
Lee Highway, we recommend that bicycle parking be placed near the proposed cafe 
location.  

 NPS/Forested Area--There is an important need for protection and improvement of the 
RPA area on the NPS property. We have concerns about the impact of building a large 
residence so close to the property boundaries and on the RPA. We would like a good 
explanation for how the county watches over this and how the applicant would plan to 
address this concern. Care and improvement of this heretofore ignored natural area 
will greatly enhance the experience of the residents of this property.   

 We support the concept of proposals for a dog walk area at the site. We understand 
that there will be a consideration for a canine area in Gateway Park. 

 Gateway Park -- We want to stress the importance of this park as a great recreational 
benefit to residents at the new residential/hotel complexes. It also will provide a key 
pedestrian connection between the site area and the rest of Rosslyn. We would hope 
that the applicant considers assistance for the planning and development of the park.   

 It is premature to think too far ahead about plans for an improved park, but we need 
to make sure that any of the designs for this current project or for street/sidewalk 
connections bordering on the site do not overly impose limitations on the design and 
future uses of the park. 
  

o PenPlace Phase I (Shruti Kuppa) 
o 501 N. Randolph St. (Bill Ross) 
 A preliminary concept for a hotel at the former Tutto Bene Restaurant, located next to 

the Mercedes Benz of Arlington site was presented.  Discussions involved the 
appropriateness of the proposed additional height in this part of Arlington, possibilities 
for a biophilcially designed roof, and the preferred setbacks and resulting streetscapes 
that could be created by the project.  The SPRC discussed potential community 
benefits such as improvements to the neighboring Glebe and Randolph Park or other 
parks in the Ballston area that have been listed on the CIP calendar.   

• Sparrow Pond Restoration Project (David Howell) – No further updates.  
• Sports Commission (Steve Finn/Mark Lincoln) 

o At the December 19, 2019, Sports Commission (ASC) meeting the commission discussed the 
present and future status of the Field Fund (FF).  The FF is an $8 county registrant/$20 out-
of-county registrant fee for sports programs using rectangular and diamond fields in 
Arlington.  Presently, the funds are aggregated by diamond or rectangular field user 
programs and applied to field amenities or upgrades, with approval of DPR and the County 
Board.  Field maintenance has a current budget of $1.4M, including $900K for personnel/8 
FTEs.  The money in the FF is not applied to maintenance or capital maintenance costs.  A 
working group is being considered to discuss FF issues to make recommendations to the 
County Board. 

o DPR, Peter Lusk, ask the ASC for their thoughts on a request by Arlington Travel Baseball 
(ATB) to include their U13 & U14 programs as affiliates.  ATB had asked about a year ago 
for affiliate status.  DPR did not grant status because Senior Babe Ruth (SBR) is the affiliate 
for recreational and travel baseball at those age groups.  ATB paid for field space last year 
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notwithstanding that its teams consist almost entirely of Arlington residents.  ATB 
represents that they offer a distinct program for Arlington residents and SBR claims 
permitting another program will dilute their pool of players.  After discussion the ASC 
approved a motion recommending ATB be permitted as an affiliate program on a one-year 
trial basis. 

o At the January 23, 2020, ASC meeting, the commission followed-up its discussion on 
ATB/SBR.  In general, the ASC felt its discussion was fair but wanted to ensure members 
were heard.  No substantive change related to the motion passed in December was 
offered.  The ASC discussed DPR's SafeSport initiative and mandated reporters under State 
law.  Most leagues have processes in place for reporting but are interested in the training 
of programs such as SafeSport.  There was discussion on a letter to the head of Arlington 
County public health regarding the safety of materials used on turf fields.  Recent reporting 
indicates concerns with the materials in the grass like portion of the turf.  In the past, 
issues were raised concerning the rubber pellets.  This was the first-time issues with the 
turf itself have been raised.  There was extensive discussion on the Aquatics Committee's 
(AC) December letter to the County Board and the Arlington School Board.  The discussion 
involved both the relationship between the ASC and the AC, and the substance of the 
letter. The letter addressed the AC's position on parity in pool use fees that the ASC has 
concerns with and capacity issues to include questions about a pool at the Career Center 
site.  

 
• Urban Forestry Commission (David Howell) 

o The January meeting of the Urban Forestry Commission included an overview of basic 
zoning regulations in Arlington by Plan Reviewer Kimberly Kalaha (CPHD). This included 
definitions of site elements and location guidelines for lot coverage, setbacks, building 
placement, and other zoning parameters for residential districts. This information is 
background for UFC’s interest in the factors relevant to tree loss in residential 
development. The agenda also included introduction and general remarks by David Farner, 
DPR Deputy Operations Chief with supervision over urban forestry, natural resources, 
conservation and interpretation (nature centers/programs), park rangers and urban 
agriculture. Farner was selected for this position in 2019. A third agenda item was 
preliminary consideration of a proposal to expand the allowable uses of the Tree Canopy 
Fund to include a maintenance program for select categories of trees due to their natural 
resource value and/or importance in their location. Further discussion will take place at the 
February meeting. If UFC approves expansion of program scope, that proposed TCF 
modification will be forwarded to the board for approval. 

 
• Village at Shirlington Special Land Use Study (Dean Foster) 

o The LRPC met on January 21 at the Shirlington library with representatives of WETA and 
the developer and the civic associations of Fairlington, Shirlington and Green Valley. The 
associations and the developer discussed the draft Vision and Guiding Principles for the 
General Land Use Plan agreeing on the broad idea of preserving the Village as an 
attractive, up to date diverse neighborhood center and regional destination defined as a 
mixed-use urban village.  As a non-metro development, everyone was conscious that the 
Village needs to retain its uniqueness but with some enhanced transient and connectivity 
to surrounding neighborhoods with attractive and green pedestrian friendly streets, 
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thoughtfully designed infill development, engaging public spaces, arts and cultural 
presence. There was also discussion of building heights which would provide transitions 
compatible with adjacent lower density residential development and preserve the historic 
Campbell Avenue core of the Village at Shirlington.  

o The next LRPC meeting will be on February 18 and will include the transportation impact 
analysis from the county, historic preservation, presentation of refined scenarios and 
future LRPC direction. 

 
• Vision Zero External Stakeholder Group (Angelo Collins) 

 
Other Business (8:40-8:45) 

• Letters to the County Board 
 
Next Meeting: Joint meeting with Sports Commission 

 February 27, 2020, 7:00 p.m. 
 Aurora Hills Community Center   
 735 18th St S Arlington, VA 22202 

 

Park and Recreation Commission 
2020 Meeting Schedule 

 
The Park and Recreation Commission meets at 7:00 p.m. typically on the fourth 
Tuesday of each month (unless otherwise specified). Meetings are generally 
held in a Conference Room (see schedule below) on the lobby level at 2100 
Clarendon Boulevard (above Courthouse Metro Station) or as noted below. Free 
parking is available in the garage after 5:00 p.m.  
 

UPCOMING 2020 COMMISSION  
MEETING DATES 

Meeting Date Meeting Room 
Tuesday, January 28, 2020 Cherry/Dogwood Room (Lobby Level) 

Tuesday, February 27, 2020* Aurora Hills Community Center 
735 18th St S Arlington, VA 22202  

Tuesday, March 24, 2020 Cherry/Dogwood Room (Lobby Level) 
Tuesday, April 28, 2020** Navy League Building, 2300 Wilson Blvd.  

Conference room off lobby 
Tuesday, May 26, 2020 Cherry/Dogwood Room (Lobby Level) 
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 Cherry/Dogwood Room (Lobby Level) 
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 Cherry/Dogwood Room (Lobby Level) 

Tuesday, August 18, 2020 or  
Tuesday, August 25, 2020 

To Be Determined (field trip) 

http://www.arlingtonva.us/departments/Commissions/ParksRecreationCommissions/ParksRecreationScriptsCommissionsParkCommission.aspx
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Tuesday, September 22, 2020 Azalea Room (Lobby Level) 
Tuesday, October 27, 2020 Azalea Room (Lobby Level) 

Tuesday, November 17, 2020 Cherry/Dogwood Room (Lobby Level) 
Tuesday, December 15, 2020 Cherry/Dogwood Room (Lobby Level) 

 
*Joint Park and Recreation Commission/Sports Commission meeting. 
**Joint Park and Recreation Commission/Pedestrian Advisory Committee/Bicycle Advisory 
Committee. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 9:15 p.m. 
 
Next Meeting: Joint meeting with Sports Commission  

February 27, 2020, 7:00 p.m.  
 Aurora Hills Community Center  
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